A marine energy system, which is fundamentally not paired with electric grids, should work for an extended period with high reliability. To put it in another way, by employing electrical utilities on a ship, the electrical power demand has been increasing in recent years. Besides, fuel cells in marine power generation may reduce the loss of energy and weight in long cables and provide a platform such that each piece of marine equipment is supplied with its own isolated wire connection. Hence, fuel cells can be promising power generation equipment in the marine industry. Besides, failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) is widely accepted throughout the industry as a valuable tool for identifying, ranking, and mitigating risks. The FMEA process can help to design safe hydrogen fueling stations. In this paper, a robust FMEA has been developed to identify the potentially hazardous conditions of the marine propulsion system by considering a general type-2 fuzzy logic set. The general type-2 fuzzy system is decomposed of several interval type-2 fuzzy logic systems to reduce the inherent highly computational burden of the general type-2 fuzzy systems. Linguistic rules are directly incorporated into the fuzzy system. Finally, the results demonstrate the success and effectiveness of the proposed approach in computing the risk priority number as compared to state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
Fuel cell systems, which are a scalable and also commercial available renewable energy system, have long duration energy, low pollution, and high reliability. There are a variety of applications of fuel cells in stationary and mobile power generation systems, to be applied in automotive, aerospace, and marine industries [1, 2] .
One important type of fuel cells is the proton exchange membrane, which was advanced by General Electric Corporation in the early 1960s [3] . Due to the numerous advantages of the Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) system, including a high power density and energy conversion efficiency, environmental friendliness, fast startup, and low sensitivity to orientation, such systems have attracted increased attention [4] .
The transformation of chemical energy to electrical power in a PEMFC is established through a direct electrochemical oxidation. A direct electrochemical oxidation is needed to change the chemical energy to the electrical power in a PEMFC. The core of a PEMFC is the Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA), which includes a membrane, anode, and cathode, which are both covered by catalyst layers [4, 5] . The membrane functions to transports the hydrogen ions (protons) and also apparently separates the hydrogen and oxygen gases.
It is undeniable that inactivity of ships as transport utilities that is caused by unplanned maintenance system highly decreases the existing transportation equipment performance, especially the motor carrier utilities. A PEMFC, which is considered as a motor in a ship, has the advantages, such as operational and environmental robustness, as well as efficient performance. These properties distinguish them as a proper choice for dangerous-environment industries and moving applications. Despite the PEMFC's identified reliability, some operational concerns necessitate the monitoring of the system components to enhance the overall availability of them. The cost of the life cycle and the reliability of the PEMFC are largely influenced by the design and manufactories phase [6, 7] . In order to enhance the reliability of the PEMFC system, detailed Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) can be used as references to priority assessments and risk analyzing of failure model [8, 9] .
The main goal of an FMEA is to analyze the risk of a failure, accident, or treatment in a system. For a marine power system, the risk is estimated based on the possible accidents and the life-cycle of the marine ship. If the risk remains at a pre-given level threshold, then the marine system will operate securely [10, 11] . Generally, hazards must be identified systematically for a marine propulsion system by answering the "what-may-go-wrong-in-marine-propulsion-system" fundamental question about the safety issues. In this regard, several methods are proposed, including the HAZard IDentification (HAZID) [12] , the HAZardous OPerability (HAZOP), the Structured What IF Technique (SWIFT) [13] , as well as the FMEA [14] . After the hazards of the marine propulsion system are identified, accident models should be built to assess the frequency and consequences of the accidents and perform safety measures. The aforementioned approaches are highly dependent on qualitative evaluations during the initial design stage and the manufacturing phase, in which the details are established. The drawback of the existing methods is that even experts may fail to predict what can occur in real conditions correctly. Explicit answers to safety issues are not straightforward because of the existing stochastic uncertainties that complicate predicting specific outcomes [15, 16] . This type of uncertainty appears when a system designer creates an inaccurate mathematical model to describe an accident. The stochastic uncertainty stands for deficiency of the available information. Uncertainties and a lack of information necessitate that risk analysts make a decision on the basis of their subjective expertise, which is not always-correct in general and for any situations [17] . This drawback necessitates proposing a robust risk analysis procedure to provide risk measures for a system.
One way to enhance the FMEA is to involve the fuzzy model-free approaches in the procedure of evaluating the risk. After the advent of fuzzy logic systems, known as type-1 systems, the new generation of fuzzy logic, named type-2, has been proposed by Zadeh [18] . The main inherent feature of general type-2 fuzzy sets and systems is their robustness to systems uncertainties and the external disturbances that make them an interesting and practical approach [19] [20] [21] . However, the high computational burden of such approaches is the main obstacle in employing them in practice [22] [23] [24] [25] . Recently, interval type-2 fuzzy logic systems (IT2FLSs) have been proposed and efficiently applied to engineering areas, thanks to their calculation simplicity [26] [27] [28] . It is shown that the IT2FLSs provide better performance than type-1 fuzzy logic systems (T1FLS) in the presence of various uncertainties, like dynamic uncertainties, external disturbances, noises, as well as fuzzy rule uncertainties [29] [30] [31] . Though, the efficiency of IT2FLSs in handling the rule uncertainties is less than the general type-2 fuzzy logic systems (GT2FLSs) [32] [33] [34] . In other words, the GT2FLSs can better handle the rule uncertainties when compared with IT2FLSs and fuzzy type-1 ones [25] . Since the general type-2 fuzzy systems (GT2FSs) consume a high computational time, the IT2FLSs have been usually utilized in the literature. However, by applying the recently proposed plane representation theory, an efficient, fast process for computing centroid and type reduction of GT2FS was suggested by Liu [35] . Several applications of such fuzzy techniques can be found in [22, 36, 37] . Matching with the above discussions, this study applies a general type-2 fuzzy theory to improve the existing results of the FMEA. Because the PEMFC is rarely used as the propulsion system in the marine, an FMEA should be developed in accordance with risk-based ship design. General type-2 fuzzy system helps to better overcome the uncertainty of the FMEA process and to provide more accurate results. The contribution and novelty of this study are providing a framework to propose a novel type of marine propulsion system from the viewpoint of safety.
The Model of Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)
A polymer electrolyte membrane or Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)-Polymer Electrolyte Membrane is the structural and Proton Exchange Membrane is the functional name of the semi-permeable layer that is utilized in the PEM fuel cells is an electrochemical energy generation device that directly uses the H 2 and O 2 to create electrical and heat energy. In another word, the PEMFCs are electrochemical apparatuses that convert the chemical energy through the reaction of the H 2 and O 2 to the electrical power, water, and heat. The overall reaction that takes place in a PEMFC is shown as follows [3, 4] :
The H 2 is crossed over the catalyst layer of the Pt at the negative electrode (anode) side, which breaks the H 2 molecule down into the protons 2H + and the electrons 2e − , thus creating an oxidation. The electrons pass through the anode to an external circuit to create the electrical current as specified by [3, 4] :
At the positive electrode (cathode) side, the O 2 gas crosses over the Pt catalyst in the layer, which breaks the O 2 down into two oxygen atoms with a negative charge, creating a decrease oxidation. The negative charge pulls the hydrogen protons through the electrolyte membrane to encounter the electrons and the O 2 atoms at the cathode side to form water and complete the reaction, as shown in (3) [3, 4] :
The oxidation reaction (2) and the reduction reaction (3) completer the general readout reaction of the PEMFC. The main subsystems of a PEMFC system for the electricity production (PEMFC stack) and the transfer of H + are illustrated in Figure 1 .
The cells are stacked in series to get desired amount of energy. On the other hand, because the PEMFC generates power in the range of a Watt to hundreds of Megawatts, they can be used in almost any application, from stationary power to vehicles of all sizes, such as marine power systems on naval ships, with the level of power 100 kW-1 MW [3] . Figure 2 illustrates the PEMFC system main subsystems and components, which are essential in the forthcoming analysis in the next sections. Generally, the system contains three subsystems and nine components and 38 parts that are all listed in Table 1 . The Balance-of-Plant (BoP), the PEMFC stack, and the power conditioner are three main subsystems of the PEMFC system. The BoP, which itself is comprised of auxiliary parts, is an instrumented system witch serves to control, manage, and supply of the hydrogen, air, water, and the thermal condition of the PEMFC stack. The PEMFC stack is an assembly of a number of single cells, each of which producing less than 1 V, bipolar plates, cooling plates, end plates, bolts, and gaskets, which convert the chemical energy to the electricity. The power conditioner includes active and passive components and uses DC/DC converters to regulate the output from the PEMFC stack to a fixed DC voltage [1] [2] [3] [4] . 
General Type-2 Fuzzy Systems
The following relations describe a GT2FS in a universal set X [21, 25] :
where µ A (x) and f x (u) are the secondary fuzzy membership function, and secondary grade, respectively; J x is the primary membership and the domain of the secondary fuzzy membership function; and, u is the fuzzy set varying in the interval [38] . Figure 3 illustrates a GT2FS in which the upper and lower fuzzy membership functions, as well as their secondary membership function, are chosen to be triangular. When f x (u) = 1, an interval type-2 fuzzy system (IT2FS), which shows a uniform uncertainty in the primary membership function, is obtained [19, 30] . The IT2FS can be described based on its lower µ A α (x) and upper µ A α (x) fuzzy membership functions. Thanks to the computation simplicity of the type reduction, many researchers are persuaded to employ the IT2FSs instead of the GT2FSs [39] . However, Liu [35] introduced a GT2FSs new representation method, which benefits the low computation and effective performance and is preferable for both theoretical and computational viewpoints. This method is similar to the α-cut for type-1 fuzzy sets and is known as the α-plane for type-2 fuzzy sets. A α-plane representation for a GT2FS A, denoted by A α , is the union of all the primary fuzzy membership functions with secondary grades greater than or equal to the special value α:
The α-plane-based GT2FS A is expressed by
The representation (9) is very fruitful; since α/ A α can be considered as an IT2FS with the second grade of the level α. A GT2FS can be decomposed into several IT2FSs, each of which corresponds to a specific level of α satisfying α = {0, 1 K , . . . ,
k , 1}. Therefore, a GT2FS can be regarded as a collection of a high number of IT2FLSs. Meanwhile, Liu [10] used only 5 to 10 α-planes and demonstrated that the required accuracy of centroid calculation is achieved. The new architecture for the GT2FS based on the α-plane representation is illustrated in Figure 4 [23] . The overall GT2FLS is constructed by a fuzzifier, a fuzzy rule-base, a fuzzy inference engine, a type reducer, and a defuzzifier. In this paper, the singleton fuzzifier is used to convert real crisp values into the fuzzy sets. The resulting output is a single point of a unity membership grade. The fuzzy rule base contains a finite number of IF-THEN fuzzy rules that are introduced by the experts. The jth rule of the GT2FLS is of the form:
where x i (i = 1,2, . . . , n) and y are the inputs and outputs of the GT2FS, respectively; F j 1 and G j are antecedent and the consequent sets of the jth rule, respectively. The inference engine uses the fuzzy rule base to provide a nonlinear transformation from the GT2FS input to the output. For the α-plane representation, the fuzzy sets of each IT2FS are fired as:
where f j α (x) and f j α (x) are the lower and upper membership functions in the jth rule of the level α, respectively, and × denotes the product t-norm. The output of the inference engine is a type-2 fuzzy set. Therefore, a type reducer is employed to reduce such type-2 fuzzy sets into a type-1 one [36] . The type reducer output in the IT2FS is characterized by its left-end and right-end points y l and y r , respectively. To compute these two endpoints, the KM iterative algorithms can be considered [36] . Among the type reduction methods, the center-of-sets (COS) is widely used, because it can be computed easily by the KM iterative algorithm [37] . By considering the singleton fuzzifier, the product t-norm in the inference engine and the COS type reducer, the left and right endpoints of the GT2FS is obtained by
and
where θ j l α is the left-endpoint of jth rule set with the level α,
In addition, R and L can be computed by employing the KM iterative algorithm for each of individual IT2FLSs with level α. Then, all of the intervals are merged into a type-1 fuzzy set, as shown in Figure 5 . Finally, a crisp output is calculated through a centroid defuzzification as [25] :
where K + 1 shows the number of the α-planes or in other words, it determines the number of individuals. 
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA)
The procedure of detecting, evaluating, and estimating possible failure in systems is known as the so-called FMEA. The FMEA is a proactive method, including qualitative and inductive approaches that avoid system faults before they happen [40] . The main objective of the FMEA is to enhance the design, test, control, and verification tasks. It is preferably used primarily in the development phase in order to determine key failure modes that can be designed out as early as possible. In the FMEA, instead of investigating the overall system through a top-to-down point of view, the individual components are analyzed by a down-to-top viewpoint [41] .
Generally, three risk factors, including occurrence (O), detectability (D), and severity (S) are used in FMEA. The three input parameters are usually scored by 3, 5, and 10-point scale, depending on the case study and which standard that we use. For example, the standard MIL-STD-1629A was first developed in the US military that are used to classify different failures. It is the most commonly used standard used throughout the world for the past half a century [42] . Each failure is initially classified into three categories, which are further subcategorized.
Recently, 5-point scales for the risk factors has been attracting attention. Each grade scale gives a value from one to five and may have various ranges depending on the designers' definition and the case study. Tables 2-4 show the classification options for the occurrence, detectability, and severity, respectively. The first classification is based on the occurrence of the failure. The more frequent a failure occurs, the more severe that it is. The Second category is on the basis of the detection of the failure. Moreover, the third category is dependent on the severity of a failure. For a bigger failure, the value of the severity is higher [11, 43] . Table 2 . Occurrence Rating Scale [11] .
Ranking
Probability Description 1 10 −5 Improbable-unlikely to occur at all 2 10 −4 Remote-once in 100 to 1000 years on one ship 3 10 −3 Rare-once in 10 to 100 years on one ship 4 10 −2 Occasional-once in 1 to 10 years on one ship 5 10 −1 Frequent-once in one year on one ship Table 3 . Detection Rating Scale [11] .
Ranking Criteria Description
1 Very high The disturbance will cause an alert or will initiate a shut down. 2 High The disturbance is detectable according to the deviation of the system. 3 Low The disturbance is not detectable by a sensor. 4 Remote The disturbance is not physically detectable. 5 Never The disturbance is not detectable by any methods. It should be noted that the classification of the occurrence, detectability, and severity is completely case dependent. In other words, the descriptions in Tables 2-4 vary for different case studies. This paper uses the same standard as [11] for the application of a PEMFC in a marine power system. The result of the FMEA is the risk priority number (RPN), which is mainly computed by the multiplication of the mentioned three factors. The RPN of each component shows the criticality of the failure effect of the associated component on the system continuity. These results comfort specialists to identify failures and their causes and address an agreed-upon percentage of total issues [44] [45] [46] . It should focus on the higher RPNs and reduce them by adding suitable safeguards or altering the system design.
In practice, many failures degrade the power production of the PEMFC and the other generators and its transition to the desired load. Usually, more than half of all failure modes of a system occur at its interfaces. So, it is vital that an FMEA precisely investigates the connective links among the system subsystems and components, as well as their content [42] . In this regard, an FMEA block diagram is used to visually demonstrate the connecting links between the various subsystems and components. The FMEA interface matrix, which is a chart comprising vertical and horizontal axes, shows the kind of interface and determines which of them must be investigated through the examination. A material exchange, physical connection, energy transfer, and data exchange are four major kinds of interfaces. Table 5 demonstrates the FMEA interface matrix for the significant components of a PEMFC system, and the FMEA block diagram is illustrated in Figure 6 . 
Active Components Electrical (ACE) PED1
Functional Necessity: Must be present (1); Must not be present (2) . Interface Type: Physical (P); Material Exchange (M); Energy Transfer (E); Data Exchange (D). Figure 6 . Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) block diagram for the main components of a PEMFC system.
General Type-II Fuzzy Based Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
The designer's experiences highly influence the conventional FMEA of a new system, so that different multidisciplinary experts may provide different a RPN and make different decisions for an identical failure mode [47] . However, because of the practical imprecision and uncertainty, conventional FMEA techniques lead to low reliability and inaccurate results [48] . Recently, fuzzy type-1 logic techniques are considered for the FMEA [11] to improve the conventional results. However, these techniques still may lead to inaccurate results due to their inherent sensitivity with respect to the uncertainty. However, the fuzzy type-II logic is a good alternative to handle such inaccuracies and uncertainties and to establish a better risk picture of the propulsion marine system, which has not been experienced. The proposed technique uses fuzzy theory to determine an RPN for each failure mode. The conventional FMEA has several drawbacks, including the outcome of an identical RPN for different rating scales may lead to and ignoring some causative factors in the RPN computation procedure. Meanwhile, the fuzzy type-2 modeling overcomes such restrictions. The fuzzy-based FMEA approach employs linguistic descriptions of all potential failure modes. Three rating scales likelihood, severity, and detection, which were rated in Tables 2-4, are considered as the system input and fuzzified. Also, the RPN is the system output and is divided into five membership functions "very small", "small", "moderate", "high", and "very high". Based on the inputs rates and the output membership functions, 125 IF-THEN fuzzy rules are introduced in the fuzzy inference. For example, the fuzzy implication rules are as follows:
• IF "likelihood is improbable" & "severity is minor" & "detectability is very high", THEN "RPN is very small". • IF "likelihood is occasional" & "severity is major" & "detectability is remote", THEN "RPN is medium". • IF "likelihood is frequent" & "severity is major" & "detectability is never", THEN "RPN is high".
The overall proposed approach for computing the output RPN form the inputs occurrence, detectability, and severity is shown in Figure 7 . As demonstrated in Figure 7 , first the crisp inputs are fuzzified to obtain fuzzy type-2 input set. Then, such fuzzy sets are applied to the fuzzy interface engine to provide the fuzzy type-2 output set. Finally, by considering a type reducer and defuzzification, a crisp RPN is computed. 
Results and Discussion
Fuzzy-based FMEA is conducted by the five-rating-scales as their fuzzy membership functions parameters are given in Figure 8 . Furthermore, the output membership functions are plotted in Figure 9 . This paper presents a new approach to estimate the PEMFC installed in a ship system. The PEMFC system has three main subsystems (Balance of Plant, PEMFC stack, Power conditioner), which consists of nine components and 38 parts, which are shown in Table 6 , in which the conventional RPN and fuzzy type-1 and -2 RPNs are demonstrated. The analysis investigates more than 90 potential failure modes according to the API 580 (American Petroleum Institute), JEDEC (Joint Electron Device Engineering Council), NDI (Non-Destructive Inspection), and normal cause and failure in the industry standards. Actually, each failure mechanism causes a failure mode and a Failure mode is the procedure by which a failure with at least one case is observed. Table 6 indicates that the proposed approach can better distinguish between the failure modes. For instance, the failure modes related to the water supply and active electrical components are obtained equal based on the conventional RPN and fuzzy type-1 approaches. Though, their occurrence (O), detectability (D), and severity (S) differs. Meanwhile, the proposed fuzzy type-2 method results in different RPN values for these two failure modes. Since the fuzzy type-2 employs a more complex structure for the fuzzy membership functions than type-1, one can expect small differences in the risk factors (i.e., occurrence, detectability, and severity) can better be sensed by the proposed approach and result in different RPNs, which provides a more accurate plan to remove or decrease those failure modes with the high risk and enhances the durability of the overall system operation. This is one of the main advantages of the proposed approach to the state-of-the-art methods that are unable to differentiate failures with roughly the same factors.
The highest RPN occurs in the control system that are considered as a monitoring, steering, and controls all of the systems and after that single cell, thermal management, and passive components, respectively. The FMEA produced the criticality of failure modes as relative predominance for more attention. There is some medium priority causes critical failures, such as excessive heat, overloading, and so on. Also, low priority causes with more types of critical failure, such as oxidation, humidity, and so on, which some of them cause system serious damage. The PEMFC stack module will fail to generate electric power due to many failure modes that the 10 most significant of them is: overheating, leakage, fractured, extruded, stress corrosion cracking, erosion, deposits, cavitation, inadequate structural support, and fails to function as intended. Even if the severity is comparatively high, the detectability compensates for failure; thus, the estimated RPN is low. The highest RPN relatively more occurs in the PEMFC stack. This result illustrates that the mechanical failures of the PEMFC stack effectively influence the system functionality and are seldom (or maybe not) observable. The thermal management component is also one critical component. Because management of the fuel cell stack and power conditioner temperature function are very important for the safety and operation of the system. Fan, coolant pump, condenser, thermal connectors, anode cooler, and radiator, are the base of items in this component. Control system for this kind of device is very important and critical. In other words, because the monitoring and control utilities explicitly identify any failure mode, failures have relatively low RPNs and the overall stability increases.
Results from the proposed study indicate that, although the classic FMEA is an appropriate method for obtaining RPN, it assumes that S, O, and D parameters are equally important in calculating the RPN. However, in practice, the importance of these parameters differs and must be considered in the calculation procedure. These parameters basically come from qualitative numbers, which are usually obtained by expert judgments. Although the fuzzy type-1 tries to address this property, there still are some cases that are not distinguished by the fuzzy type-1. This drawback can be effectively decreased by employing the fuzzy type-2. This improvement is reasonable in the risk analysis. Because the goal of the risk analysis is to determine which phenomena have a higher risk and attempt to alleviate that. By employing the proposed approach, the differences in the RPN numbers can be better highlighted and one can simply find the failure mode with higher RPN. Meanwhile, by the conventional approach or the type-1 fuzzy, the roughly same failure modes results from an exact RPN value and one cannot evaluate which phenomena have a higher risk.
According to Table 6 , for the items "Water supply/management" and "Active electrical components", the conventional approach results RPN = 6 and the type-1 computes RPN = 14. However, it can be seen that the fuzzy type-2 computes two different values of 15.5 and 16.2, respectively. Consequently, the active electrical components item with RPN = 16.2 is more vital to have the higher risk than the water supply/management item with RPN = 15.5 in the PEMFC system. The same conclusion can be understood from the items "Thermal supply/management" and "Passive electrical components".
Conclusions
This study has proposed an FMEA and a new general type-2 fuzzy structure well line for the PEMFC in a marine power system. The considered GT2FS was decomposed into multiple interval type-2 fuzzy logic systems with a pre-defined level of α for each to reduce the inherent highly computational burden of the general type-2 fuzzy systems. By considering the occurrence, detectability, and severity factors, which are categorized specifically for the PEMFC of the marine system, as the fuzzy linguistic inputs, a novel robust and effective method was proposed to compute the PRN. The obtained results have illustrated the advantages of the proposed approach over state-of-the-art techniques. Specifically, different RPNs are achieved for several failure modes with roughly equal risk factors, which the proposed approach, can be better highlighted the differences in the RPN numbers and it can simply find the failure mode with a higher RPN. For the future work, when considering a detailed FMEA to address the effect of marine motion on the subsystems and the components that are involved in the FMEA is an important research area.
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